
Better Solutions to Reduce Skylight Heat Gain 

Solving the problem of heat gain... 
At Arizona Sky Shades,™ we’ve seen people
try some creative ways to reduce the heat gain 
and glare they experience with their skylights. 
Here are a handful of solutions that often, if not 
always, have negative results:

❖ Plastic bags - drastically reduces light;
    heat gathers and causes skylight to crack 

❖ Wood framed boxes with shade cloth -
    blocks out light; heavy wood frame

❖ Blankets or fabric on inside - blocks out
    light; does not reduce heat gain 

❖ Shade cloth held in place with bungee cord-
    ineffective and raises skylight lens
    temperature to damaging levels

Why make do with shoddy
solutions that don’t address
the problem effectively!

Why is this of value to the homeowner?
❖ Reduces heat gain and damaging UV rays

❖ Saves on cooling expenses

❖ Reduces unwanted glare 

❖ Will not void skylight warranties

❖ Can be easily removed for wintertime solar
    heat gain or skylight maintenance

❖ Adds protection to skylight from storm
    debris, hail, golf balls, etc.

❖ 5-year warranty

Why do we have skylights?

Positives:

❖ Natural light

❖ Better living and working environment

❖ May allow for ventilation

Negatives:

❖ Heat gain drives up cooling cost

❖ Light glare effects visibility

❖ Most skylight material is of very low energy
    efficiency - residential skylight lenses are
    especially inefficient

Why do you need Arizona Sky Shades™?
❖ Reduces heat gain, resulting in better comfort

❖ Reduces light glare, creating better visible light

❖ Protects skylights - incredibly strong and
    durable

❖ Attractive look (many colors available)

❖ Keeps skylight lens up to 40 degrees cooler -
    holds fabric off lens for maximum effectiv-
    ness and free air flow

❖ Simple, light-weight construction

❖ Easy installation and seasonal removal

❖ Does not damage skylight or void manufac-
    turer’s warranty

Arizona Sky Shades™ are so unique and effective 
that we have been granted a U.S. Patent 
(#9,194,128). We have collected positive testing 
data over the past 5 years at the SW Building 
Science Training Center in Phoenix. We have 
been a Trade Ally with both APS and SRP in their 
respective building performance programs. The 
effectiveness of our shades has been recognized 
by Solar Industries in Tucson.

Call (855) 929-7597 today or
visit us at arizonaskyshades.com
for additional information and to 
locate a certified dealer near you.

HD Model Sky Shade - Rigid frame, lightweight yet strong! FL Model Sky Shade - Low profile for shading “flat” skylights. KD Model Sky Shade - Built for shipping long distance;
easy to assemble and install.

3 Models To Choose From


